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Résumé : Les maladies infectieuses constituent 
une menace pour la santé mondiale, les 
infections respiratoires et du système nerveux 
central (SNC) étant parmi les principales causes 
de morbidité et de mortalité, en particulier chez 
les enfants. Nous surveillons généralement les 
maladies infectieuses (ré) émergentes sur la 
base de bases de données de santé publique ou 
de réseaux de surveillance régionaux, nationaux 
et internationaux, qui reposent tous sur des 
rapports de prestataires de soins de systèmes 
de vigilance sentinelles ou des patients eux-
mêmes. La plupart des données de santé 
publique ne sont pas collectées au niveau 
individuel des patients et les parties prenantes 
ont exprimé à plusieurs reprises des inquiétudes 
concernant l'opportunité et l'exactitude des 
estimations de la morbidité, en particulier dans 
les situations d'épidémie/pandémie. Sans des 
critères standardisés et un diagnostic des 
maladies infectieuses au lit des patients, 
l’association entre une maladie particulière et 
un agent pathogène particulier peut être 
faussée et retardée. Pour étudier ce sujet, la 
Vienna Vaccine Safety Initiative, une 
organisation de recherche internationale à but 
non lucratif, a conçu deux programmes qualité 
entre 2009 et 2015 ayant pour but d'améliorer 
le contrôle des infections et la surveillance des 
maladies infectieuses dans l'un des plus grands 
centres de soins tertiaires pédiatriques d'Europe 
à la Charité Centre médical universitaire de 
Berlin, en Allemagne, en collaboration avec 
l'Institut Robert Koch : les présentations 
cliniques et la gravité de la maladie chez les 
patients atteints de syndrome grippal ont été 
évaluées en temps réel à l'aide de la technologie 
de santé mobile. Les applications mobiles ont 
permis l'application de critères standardisés 
pour la classification des cas, le risque et la 
gravité. L'exhaustivité des données 
conformément aux procédures opérationnelles 
standard a contribué à réduire les biais de 
vérification. Un programme similaire existait 
pour les patients suspects d'infection du SNC. 
Dans le présent projet de thèse de doctorat, 
nous nous appuyons sur les enseignements tirés 
de ces deux programmes d'amélioration. 

Nous allons maintenant regrouper deux 
ensembles de données cliniques hautement 
standardisées et précis de plusieurs centaines 
de patients pédiatriques présentant une 
infection respiratoire et du SNC aux biobanques 
correspondantes pour une analyse virologique 
approfondie. Les analyses par PCR 
conventionnelle seront complétées par des 
analyses de métagénomique virale. En détail, 
nous aborderons : 
 
1) L'utilité de la classification automatique des 
cas et de la métagénomique pour combler les  « 
lacunes diagnostique » dans les infections 
complexes du SNC. 
2) L'utilisation de la technologie de santé mobile 
liée au diagnostic PCR et à la métagénomique 
pour améliorer la gestion clinique des infections 
respiratoires. 
3) L’évolution génétique de l'adénovirus C basée 
sur le séquençage du génome entier. 
4) Une approche de médecine de précision pour 
étudier la gravité de la maladie et les schémas 
cliniques d'infection à adénovirus respiratoire à 
l'aide d'une méthodologie d'apprentissage 
automatique. 
 
Les résultats des études discutées ici 
démontrent que la combinaison de : 
(a) L’évaluations de cas cliniques standardisées, 
aidées par la technologie de santé mobile, 
permettent la reconnaissance des formes, 
l'apprentissage automatique et le calcul fiable 
de mesures de gravité de la maladie et 
(b) combinant (a) avec des tests virologiques 
complets, y compris des techniques de PCR et de 
séquençage de nouvelle génération agnostiques  
facilitera la détection non biaisés des maladies 
infectieuses (ré) émergentes, permettant ainsi 
une amélioration de la gestion des maladies 
infectieuses dans les situations d’infections 
aigues, de meilleurs systèmes de surveillance et 
un soutien à la recherche. 
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Abstract: Infectious diseases pose a global 
health threat with respiratory infections and 
infections of the central nervous system (CNS) 
ranking among the leading causes of morbidity 
and mortality, especially in children. Usually, 
we monitor (re-)emerging infectious diseases 
based on public health databases or regional, 
national, and international surveillance 
networks, all of which depend on reports from 
vigilant healthcare providers or patients 
themselves. The majority of public health data 
are not obtained at the individual patient level 
and stakeholders have repeatedly raised 
concerns about the timeliness and accuracy of 
disease burden estimates, especially in epi-
/pandemic situations. Unless standardized 
criteria are applied and infectious diseases are 
recognized and diagnosed at the point-of-care, 
any association between a certain disease and 
a specific pathogen may be subject to bias and 
delays. 
To investigate this topic, the Vienna Vaccine 
Safety Initiative, an international non-profit 
research organization, designed two quality 
improvement programs between 2009 and 
2015 for the purpose of enhanced infection 
control and infectious disease surveillance in 
one of Europe’s largest pediatric tertiary care 
centers at the Charité University Medical 
Center in Berlin, Germany in collaboration with 
the Robert Koch Institute: clinical presentations 
and disease severity in patients with flu-like 
illness were assessed in real-time using mobile 
health technology. Mobile apps allowed for the 
application of standardized criteria for case 
classification, risk, and severity. Completeness 
of data according to standard operating 
procedures helped to diminish ascertainment 
bias. A similar program existed for patients with 
suspected CNS infection. 
In the present PhD thesis project, we build on 
the lessons learned from these two quality 
improvement programs. 

We will now link two highly standardized and 
granular clinical datasets from several hundred 
pediatric patients presenting with respiratory 
and CNS infection to a matching biobank for in-
depth virological analysis and pattern 
recognition. Conventional PCR will be 
complemented by agnostic viral 
metagenomics. In detail, we will discuss: 
 
1) The utility of combining digital case 
classification with metagenomics in closing the 
‘diagnostic gap’ in complex CNS infectious 
disease 
2) The use of mobile health technology linked 
to PCR diagnostics and metagenomics to 
improve the clinical management of respiratory 
infections. 
3) Molecular evolution of adenovirus species C 
based on whole-genome sequencing. 
4) A precision medicine approach to 
investigating disease severity and clinical 
patterns of respiratory adenovirus infection 
using machine learning methodology. 
 
The results of the studies discussed herein 
demonstrate that  
(a) standardized clinical case assessments, 
aided by mobile health technology, enable 
pattern recognition, machine learning, and the 
reliable computation of meta-analyzable 
disease severity measures 
and that  
(b) combining (a) with comprehensive 
virological testing, such as PCR and agnostic 
next-generation sequencing, will facilitate 
unbiased signal detection of (re-)emerging 
infectious diseases, thus allowing for improved 
infectious disease management in acute 
patient care, surveillance, and research. 
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“Infectious disease is one of the few genuine adventures left in the world.  

The dragons are all dead and the lance grows rusty in the chimney corner.” 

(Hans Zinsser, 1935) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Viral Infectious Diseases – A Genuine Adventure 

“Infectious disease is one of the few genuine adventures left in the world.”1, stated US American 

microbiologist Hans Zinsser (1878–1940) in his best-selling popular science book “Rats, Lice, and History”, 

first published in 19351 – and history has proved him right ever since: 

It was only at the beginning of the 20th century when medical microbiologists, an avant-garde group of 

physician-scientists knowledgeable about parasites, fungi, and bacteria were finally realizing that in man 

and animals a yet unknown group of “ferocious little fellow creatures”1 fully invisible to the human eye 

would cause disease, videlicet, viruses. A well-recorded chapter of this infectious disease adventure opened 

in the early winter days of 1889 in Saint Petersburg, capital of the Russian Empire at that time when an 

unforeseen respiratory disease pandemic proposed a conundrum to the world2,3. It was the Russian Flu or 

La Grippe that very rapidly spread around the globe, claiming >1 million lives in the 1890’s, thus being 

considered one of the first major disease outbreaks to happen in the globalizing modern world3 (Figure 14).  

 

 
Figure 1. Historical map illustrating the dates of first Russian Flu cases reported worldwide between 1889 

and 1890. Here, first influenza cases were depicted to happen in Central Asia between May and September 

1889, then spreading towards east and west reaching Western Europe, Africa, Australia, and the American 

continent by the beginning of 1890. According to the map at issue, cases were detected worldwide except 

for the Artic, Antarctic, and Central Africa4. 
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Post hoc serological analyses in the mid-20th century suggested that the Russian Flu was caused by influenza 

A virus H2N25 or H3N86,7. Back in those days of the late 19th century however, the pandemic was a “genuine 

adventure” from the scientific perspective, indeed. Besides ideas of the Russian Flu being a somatopsychic 

disease of the “overstrained brain”8 in the industrializing world or the corollary of miasmatic influences, 

literally giving the disease its name influenza9, bacteria were a priori considered the culprit. Meeting the 

spirit of that golden age of thriving bacteriology, renowned microbiologists Richard Pfeiffer (1858–1945) 

and Shibasaburo Kitasato (1852–1931) at Robert Koch’s laboratory in Berlin, Germany claimed that 

Pfeiffer’s bacillus (nowadays known as Haemophilus influenzae) was the cause of the late 19th-century 

pandemic10. During the next devastating influenza pandemic starting in 1918 however, Peter Olitsky (1886–

1964) and Frederic Gates (1886–1933) at The Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York City 

indicated that another germ might have been the causative agent: a so called “filterable virus”, i.e. the still 

infectious filtrate (vīrus, slime or stench) of ultrafine earthenware filters11. With technological innovation 

such as “Übermikroskopie” (i.e. electron microscopy) introduced for virological purposes by Helmut Ruska 

(1908–1973) and Gustav-Adolf Kausche (1901–1960) in the 1930’s as a world premiere in Berlin, Germany, 

the invisible “ferocious little fellow creatures” were finally exposed12. Among the very first filterable viruses 

uncovered was the influenza virus, merely being visualized as 2D filamentous structures13,14. 

By the end of the 20th century, modern means of direct and indirect virus detection methods including viral 

cultures, serological analyses, and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) led to the discovery and in-depth 

characterization of ≈200 virus species accounting for human disease15. 

Towards the turn of the millennia, virus discovery was again revolutionized by a groundbreaking approach 

termed “metagenomics”. Metagenomic analysis, first mentioned by Jo Handelsman in 199816, denotes the 

exploration of the “collective genomes”16 directly from a sample, i.e. without prior culturing methods. 

Standard operating procedures of metagenomic testing usually include 1) sample preparation (nucleic acid 

extraction, indexing, etc.),  2) sequence-independent amplification of nucleic acids, 3) sequencing, and 4) 

bioinformatics analysis17,18. With the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) allowing for cost-

effective, high-throughput agnostic sequence amplification and identification, the real potential of 

metagenomic testing has been unleashed in that it can provide an unbiased answer to the question “what 

is in the sample?” with reasonable effort. When the first NGS systems became commercially available in 
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the 2000’s, metagenomic next-generation sequencing (mNGS) has ushered in a new era of virus discovery 

and understanding of the pathogenesis of viral disease in humans. This being said, modern molecular 

virology is gradually experiencing a shift from mere laboratory to bioinformatic and technical as well as 

interpretative challenges when it comes to the real-world application of next-generation virologic testing, 

thus warranting continuous technical optimization as well as integration of comprehensive clinical data.  

Refer to Figure 215 for a brief virology timeline. 

 

 
Figure 2. Brief overview of virus discovery curves depicting (a) species count and (b) family count of viruses 

infecting humans and reported to cause disease from 1900-2005. In (a), vertical red lines highlight 

significant increases in species count numbers. In synopsis with (a) and (b), (c) illustrates key technical 

advances in virology in the same period of time. Adapted from Woolhouse et al.15 
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1.2 Infectious Disease Surveillance – Breaking New Ground 

To the clinical end, our understanding of infectious diseases has improved with refined observation of 

illnesses, videlicet, by surveillance which literally means “to watch [diseases]” (French surveiller).  

Written records of early infectious disease surveillance conducted in Europe are as old as 700 years, e.g. 

originating from bubonic plague outbreaks in medieval Marseille, France19. Gradually, surveillance has 

evolved from notarial or church registers to well-organized international structures such as the Global 

Influenza Surveillance and Response System (GISRS), initiated in 1947 by the newly founded World Health 

Organization (WHO)20. Among the main aims of such surveillance systems are the detection and 

characterization of (re-)emerging pathogens, the monitoring of disease burden, and public health 

guidance21. For the purpose of surveillance data to become meaningful and actionable, data capturing, 

analysis, and interpretation need to be timely, accurate, and uniform. 

But for the sake of simplicity and cost effectiveness, the monitoring of (re-)emerging infectious diseases is 

frequently based on passive surveillance networks or secondary data analysis from pre-existing databases, 

e.g. international classification of diseases (ICD) registries. Consequently, surveillance data may be subject 

to bias as well as time delay and harmonization of terminology allowing for meta-analyzability and 

interoperability is hardly ever performed22. To overcome those hurdles, public health authorities and WHO 

advocate the use of standardized terminology, case definitions, and innovative electronic health (eHealth) 

technology19,21,23,24. In 2020 however, a pandemic caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has grown to a notable crisis in recent human history, declared a Public Health 

Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) - despite globally acting sophisticated surveillance and 

response systems for respiratory infectious disease. 

Sketching out new avenues towards standardized infectious disease surveillance and precision medicine, 

the Vienna Vaccine Safety Initiative (ViVI, www.vi-vi.org), an international scientific think tank and non-

profit research organization, implemented two extensive quality improvement programs for the purpose 

of enhanced infection control and quality of care in one of Europe’s largest pediatric tertiary care centers 

at the Charité University Medical Center in Berlin, Germany in collaboration with the Robert Koch Institute 

between 2009 and 2015. In these two prospective surveillance programs, all pediatric patients presenting 

with pre-defined signs and symptoms of influenza-like illness (ILI) and/or infection/inflammation of the 

http://www.vi-vi.org/
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central nervous system (CNS) were assessed by specifically trained quality improvement staff using mobile 

health (mHealth) technology at the patient’s bedside. Clinical presentations, captured with up to 1600 data 

points per patient, were analyzed in real-time based on consensus case criteria, thus providing a very 

detailed picture of the clinical presentation of each patient22,25-38. Disease severity was assessed using the 

validated and published ViVI Disease Severity Score (ViVI Score, https://score.vi-vi.org/)30,39 at the point-of-

care, serving as a real-time support for clinical decision making and also to systematically analyze disease 

severity in specific risk groups using uniform criteria. Throughout, data were captured based on standard 

data formats and terminologies making them comparable across sites as mandated by regularity 

authorities22,30. By 2015, a total of >6000 pediatric ILI patients and >700 pediatric patients with signs of CNS 

infection/inflammation had entered the standardized syndromic surveillance cohorts. 

For gold-standard virological PCR testing of specimens collected in these two surveillance cohorts, a 

matching biobank was generated. Nasopharyngeal samples were collected from each ILI patient and stool 

samples from patients with CNS symptoms. In collaboration with the National Reference Centers for 

Influenza and for Poliomyelitis and Enteroviruses at the Robert Koch Institute, samples were tested for 

influenza A/B viruses, respiratory syncytial viruses (RSV), human rhinoviruses (HRV), human 

metapneumoviruses (HMPV), human bocavirus (HBoV‐1), parainfluenza viruses (PIV1‐4), human 

adenoviruses (HAdV), human betacoronaviruses (HCoV-NL63, HCoV-229E, HCoV-HKU1, HCoV-OC43) as well 

as for entero- und human parechoviruses (HPeV)30,33,36. 

Upon completion, both ViVI projects demonstrated that standardized case criteria and state-of-the-art 

technology need to be leveraged at the bedside to generate complete surveillance data without missing 

values. Unless surveillance data measure the same standardized outcomes using the same criteria, data will 

be prone to  bias and delays in generating signals to detect emerging viruses or outbreaks in a timely 

fashion. Only with rigorous virological testing in addition, changes in clinical presentation can be detected 

with sufficient certainty to generate adequate clinical management and public health response. The recent 

COVID-19 pandemic has shown how important it is to detect emerging viruses early, and to differentiate a 

disease outbreak from known clinical presentations and seasonal epidemiology40,41. In the prospect of 

international travel and globalization, next-generation surveillance systems should rely on large and 

https://score.vi-vi.org/
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comprehensive datasets from all over the world, making standardization, particularly in terms of case 

ascertainment, disease severity measurement, and terminology a prerequisite22,28,30,34,38. 
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1.3 Aims and Objectives of the Thesis Project 

Building on the lessons learned from the above-mentioned quality improvement programs by the Vienna 

Vaccine Safety Initiative, this PhD thesis project aimed to investigate the merits of standardized syndromic 

infectious disease surveillance aided by innovative technology in combination with in-depth, state-of-the-

art virological testing at the interface of clinical care and virology. 

For this purpose, we linked the pre-existing highly-granular, standardized clinical datasets from several 

thousand pediatric patients presenting with ILI and/or infectious/-inflammatory CNS disease to a matching 

biobank for mNGS analysis and in-depth exploration of emerging and re-emerging viruses. Specifically, the 

objectives of this PhD thesis are to investigate 

1) The utility of combining digital case classification with metagenomics in closing the ‘diagnostic 

gap’ in complex CNS infectious disease. 

2) The use of mobile health technology linked to with PCR diagnostics and metagenomics to 

improve the clinical management of respiratory infections. 

3) Molecular evolution of adenovirus species C based on whole-genome sequencing. 

4) A precision medicine approach to investigating disease severity and clinical patterns of 

respiratory adenovirus infection using machine learning methodology.  
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2 THE PURSUIT OF UNBIASED SIGNAL DETECTION 

2.1 CNS Infectious/ Inflammatory Disease 

Among public health threats, WHO and the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) project declared neurological 

disorders the leading cause of disability and the second-leading cause of death on the globe. Depending on 

risk factors such as age, education, socioeconomic status, comorbidities (e.g. HIV infection) or geographic 

regions, CNS infectious and inflammatory disease in particular impose vital danger to human health42,43.  

Certain communicable CNS diseases have almost vanished, such as poliomyelitis thanks to extensive global 

immunization, surveillance, and containment (Global Polio Eradication Initiative, GPEI). Other 

communicable CNS disease have at least become less threating, such as bacterial meningitis with the advent 

of antibiotics. However, some forms of infectious CNS disease are not (yet) vaccine-preventable and 

therapeutic options are unavailable, as is the case with the majority of viral CNS disease. Thus, CNS 

infectious/ inflammatory meningitis and encephalitis have ranked among the top-10 CNS disorders 

accounting for disability-adjusted life years (DALY) worldwide, and especially in the developing world (see 

Figure 342)42,44. 

 

 
Figure 3. Ranking of age-standardized disability-adjusted life years for top-15 neurological disorders by 

region in 201642. 
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Notably, infectious/ inflammatory CNS diseases, i.e. meningitis and encephalitis, are of highest impact in 

the pediatric age group (see Figure 442) whereas in older patients, stroke, neoplasms, or dementia become 

more important in terms of DALY42. At the same time though, recognizing infectious/ inflammatory CNS 

disease can be particularly challenging in children22. 

 
Figure 4. Global disability-adjusted life years for neurological disorders by sex (A for females and B for 

males) and age, 2016. Early neonatal is 0–7 days; late neonatal is 7–28 days; and post-neonatal is 28 days 

to 1 year42. 
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2.1.1 Facilitating Precision Medicine using Mobile Health Technology 

In the past, research has shown that routine care clinical diagnoses, i.e. ICD codes, tend to be prone to 

observer bias and inconsistency, especially in case of CNS pediatric infectious diseases22,45. To harmonize 

disease classification, expert panels have published validated consensus case criteria, but they are rarely 

put to use. The level of standardization in recently published studies on CNS infectious disease is usually 

limited to “clinical suspicion of CNS infectious diseases”46 or “retrospective, in-depth chart review”47 or else, 

if pre-defined case criteria are indeed implemented, they tend to be intrinsically inconclusive leaving parts 

of the definition open to subjective interpretation48. Not only do such methodologies lead to observer bias, 

but they also impede interoperability and meta-analyzability of data49. This fact will become particularly 

critical when (multinational) surveillance systems lack standardization, e.g. as to be seen during a recent 

report describing an outbreak of “aseptic meningitis […] associated with echovirus 4 in Northern Europe in 

2013–2014”50. The above and other virological surveillance reports do not use point-of-care ascertainment 

of endorsed case criteria but retroact chart review, based on incidentally reported symptoms such as 

“Fever, cough, deteriorated condition, headache”50. Pleocytosis in the CSF, the histopathological hallmark 

of meningeal inflammation51, was not considered , nor were other critical elements of international case 

definitions such as bulging fontanelle or nuchal rigidity50,51. Lumping together a large number of patients 

presenting with nonspecific signs/symptoms such as fever,  malaise or headache under a diagnosis of 

“meningitis,” and correlation of this loosely defined group with a positive virus detection result may 

ultimately lead to unsound conclusions from surveillance systems, conveying erroneous images of 

epidemiology and pathogenicity.  

 

 Paving the Way towards Medical Innovation 

To facilitate the implementation of international case definitions at the point of care, ViVI developed an 

innovative mobile application that enables healthcare professionals to perform unbiased automated case 

classification based on standardized case criteria at the bedside. This allows to ask all pertinent questions 

at the right time, i.e. when the patient is still in the physician’s reach at the hospital22. 

Use of this eHealth technology called VACC-Tool (Vienna Vaccine Safety Initiative Automated Case 

Classification Tool, https://www.vi-vi.org/surveillance-of-meningitis-and-encephalitis-in-children.html) in a 

https://www.vi-vi.org/surveillance-of-meningitis-and-encephalitis-in-children.html
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proof-of-concept study published in 2016 proved to provide consistent and reliable case ascertainment 

when used at the point-of-care. Not surprisingly, retroactive application of the VACC-Tool (using the same 

algorithms for case classification) based on routine medical records was less conclusive because medical 

records where often missing relevant data and conclusive information on the presence or absence of 

hallmark criteria22,34,35,38,52. This fact highlighted the importance of immediate, prospective application of 

case criteria at the bedside so that all pertinent information can be obtained. Hence, the added value of 

eHealth technology will become actionable once implemented in routine work-flows in real time. If routine 

care electronic health records are leveraged for surveillance purposes, this will usually be performed as an 

extra, post hoc work step as described by Verheij et al. in 2018, thus requiring additional effort in the 

“database zone”53 (in addition to the “care zone”53) by a “database manager”53 to translate and re-process 

data for research purposes, implicating potential time delay and bias53. However, precision medicine 

warrants eHealth technology to be reasonably incorporated in routine care, thereby unifying and 

simplifying processes at the interface of patient care, data curation, and research (Figure 553). If so, eHealth 

technology has the potential to aid physicians in that mobile apps or web applications such as the VACC-

Tool will automatically prompt the healthcare professional to obtain all pertinent data points (e.g. lumbar 

puncture when clinical signs and symptoms justify the suspected diagnosis meningitis)22,38. 

 

 
Figure 5. Work flow and parties involved when routine care electronic health records (EHR) are used for 

research purposes as depicted by Verheij et al.53. Right-hand side shows a snapshot of the VACC-Tool 

question and answer tree leading to an automated case classification result when all pertinent questions 
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are answered on a hand-held device, thereby amalgamating “care zone”, “database zone”, and “research 

zone”. 

 

The VACC-Tool 1.0 was primarily used for four different disease entities: aseptic meningitis, encephalitis, 

myelitis, and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM)22,38 and then updated to ascertain up to 14 

different diseases (VACC-Tool 2.0) over time if the patient had to be hospitalized, thus providing even more, 

dynamic information on the course of the patient’s disease, like a flip-book34. Highly granular datasets 

comprising up to 1600 data points per patient lead to unbiased diagnoses and were also used for 

downstream bioinformatics analyses and machine learning algorithms, e.g. allowing to identify and weigh 

key clinical characteristics of certain disease entities (see Figure 622).  

 

 

 
Figure 6. Key clinical characteristics for VACC-Tool classification results of aseptic meningitis, encephalitis, 

and ADEM. Dark grey background color indicates a positive correlation (i.e. the presence of a symptom is 

important) between clinical sign/laboratory finding and case classification result. Light grey background 

color indicates a negative correlation (i.e. the absence of a symptom is important). Numbers are Kullback-

Leibler-divergences, indicating increasing importance with increasing number22. 

 
 
 
Ultimately, use of the VACC-Tool at the point-of-care proved to facilitate comprehensive and accurate, 

interoperable syndromic surveillance, literally representing the zeitgeist of precision medicine that will 

enable improved healthcare22. 
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2.1.2 Exploring Viruses in Encephalitis and ADEM 

Following the case ascertainment process, be it in a standardized syndromic surveillance or acute care 

setting, the search for the cause of the disease will be key for both, optimal therapy and epidemiological 

investigations54,55. Pursuing the most probable trigger in the individual patient case, serology, antigen 

testing, and/or PCR testing (including multiplex panels) will be applied in the majority of instances. 

Depending on the laboratory (e.g. Reference Centers), viral cultures might be part of the work-up, too. For 

all those detection methods however, there are characteristic limitations: 

 

 Antigen-based and serology might have varying sensitivity and specificity, with particular regards to the 

pathogen to be detected, the sample type used, the time-point of sampling, and/or the immune-status 

of the host, i.e. immunocompromization or immunization. Indirect detection methods will not allow 

for any detailed pathogen characterization. Yet, both antigen-based and serology testing are affordable 

and easily applicable, making them a good choice for point-of-care rapid testing as well as post-hoc 

(sero-) epidemiological studies. 

 PCR methods usually have high to extremely high sensitivity and specificity but are more expensive and 

may require certain user facility requirements, e.g. biological safety cabinets, controlled ventilation 

system, freezers, thermocyclers, etc56. High sensitivity and specificity are, at the same time, among the 

most relevant disadvantages of nucleic acid amplification testing. Technically, some PCR assays will 

detect the tiniest amount of nucleic acid in a sample that might not be relevant in the acute phase, i.e. 

positive test results could come from genetic residues of non-viable pathogens following successful 

therapy, prior vaccination57, shedding of a bystander or from contamination55. To the clinical end, the 

significance of PCR testing directly depends on the physician ordering a pathogen-specific PCR test, i.e. 

the physician will only find or rule-out what they have on their mind. 

 More recent developments allow for multiplex and/or point-of-care PCR testing, thereby broadening 

the window for pathogens to be detected in reasonable time. But with some of such assays, sensitivities 

and specificities do not approach the level of single-pathogen lab-based PCR testing for various reasons, 

including primer-mismatch on the subtype level or in case of newly emerging pathogens58,59. One 

Examples of commercial point-of-care multiplex PCR assay are, among others, the MeningoFinder® or 
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the BIOFIRE® FILMARRAY® Meningitis/Encephalitis panel. The latter tests for a total of 14 pathogens, 

including bacteria, viruses, and yeast, in a turnaround time of approximately 1 hour from CSF sampling 

to test result60. Several validation studies have concluded that overall, sensitivities and specificities of 

this multiplex panel are good61,62 and obviously, turnaround time is excellent but some concerns may 

remain with this particular widely-used test panel, e.g.: false-negative results for human enterovirus 

infection caused by potential cross reactivity with human rhinovirus will not be differentiated, neither 

will the assay reliably detect all virus subtypes (e.g. with HPeV), nor has use of other sample types than 

CSF been cleared60. Especially in pediatrics however, CSF may be hard to come by and with certain CNS 

infectious/ inflammatory disease, the diagnostic window for successful pathogen detection in the CSF 

is narrow35. Also, the amount of CSF might sometimes not be sufficient for all test modalities ordered, 

i.e. screening microscopy in the emergency room, Gram stain, fungal cultures, virus culture, specific 

PCR test(s), and the multiplex panel in addition.  

 Culture-based methods have represented the gold standard for clarification of the trigger of 

communicable CNS disease for decades, in particular when bacterial or fungal infection is suspected. If 

preanalytical sources or error are diminished, e.g. contamination during the sampling process or pre-

sampling administration of antibiotics, bacterial and fungal cultures can be of immeasurable value for 

optimal therapeutic regimens. For viral CNS disease however, cultures tend to be less suitable as they 

require considerable work effort and often lack sensitivity, depending of the virus in question54,63,64. 

 

With the aforementioned armamentarium of methodologies however, disease etiology remains unresolved 

in more than 50% of cases where patients present with signs and symptoms of CNS infection/ 

inflammation65-68. In many cases, where no pathogen has been identified, a virus that is not even on the 

“diagnostic radar” may have been the trigger69. 

In recent years, innovative agnostic approaches such as viral metagenomic NGS (mNGS) have been 

increasingly leveraged to find the etiology of CNS disease where no cause could be identified prior46,47,54,70-

78. Briefly, mNGS samples, e.g. stool or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), will be subjected to nucleic acid extraction, 

complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis and barcode indexing if multiplexing is performed. Following 
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manufacturer’s instructions, input genomes are then further processed, sequenced, and analyzed (Figure 

779).  

 
Figure 7. Simplified key steps in current metagenomic next-generation sequencing (mNGS) work-flows. 

Note that with mNGS (in contrast to NGS in general), input genomes directly come from the sample without 

culturing or other pre-selection of singular nucleic acid79. 

 

There are varying protocols and operating procedures for mNGS (incl. the bioinformatics pipeline post hoc), 

making standardization one of the key challenges on the technical level. Thus, health authorities and 

national guidelines recommend use of (m)NGS in case of unresolved CNS disease as auxiliary means, if at 

all. The German guideline on “viral meningoencephalitis”, for example, was released in 2018 (remaining 

valid until 2023) when commercial NGS had been in use for 18 years already but the only molecular 

virological detection method mentioned therein is PCR80. Interestingly, the 2017 French guideline81, the 

2018 revised British guideline, and the 2019 Italian guideline82 on encephalitis at least correspondingly 

mention next-generation sequencing where it “may provide a diagnosis for more patients in the future”83. 

Accordingly does a 2019 systematic review of “clinical guidelines on the management of acute, community-

acquired CNS infections”84 not recognize NGS as a diagnostic approach for causality assessment84. 

Hesitancy towards the use of (m)NGS in national guidelines for CNS diagnostics may be due to technical 

challenges, lack of standardization, and interpretative difficulty with mNGS results. Although with 

traditional PCR the same question about the clinical significance of a positive result may arise, the matter 

is incomparably more apparent with mNGS where the absolute entirety of viruses, the virome, in a sample 
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will be revealed. On multiple layers, it will be difficult to constitute an mNGS hit the cause of a certain 

disease54. 

 Causality Assessment 

Once a technically false-positive test result caused by contamination or computational artifacts can be 

excluded, any detected virus needs to be categorized as bystander (or viral commensal) or trigger of the 

disease in the causality assessment process.  

In an attempt to facilitate causality assessment, “metagenomic Koch’s postulates” have been introduced 

by Mokili et al. in 2012 as a consequence of the implications inherent with agnostic detection methods such 

as mNGS85. Unlike traditional Koch’s postulates originating from the 19th century, metagenomic Koch’s 

postulates from the 21st century do not require propagation of the potential pathogen in culture85,86 but 

formulate three conditions, i.e. 

I. The metagenome of diseased individuals differs from healthy controls and suspicious traits (i.e. 

viruses or genomic traits) are found more frequently in diseased individuals (Figure 8. (1)85) 

II. Suspicious traits from diseased individuals cause disease in healthy controls (Figure 8. (2)85) 

III. Selected traits alone cause the disease state in previously healthy controls (Figure 8. (3)85) 
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Figure 8. Metagenomic Koch’s postulates by Mokili et al.85. 

 

However, causality assessment will sometimes involve multiple factors impeding straightforward deduction 

based on metagenomic Koch’s postulates. As an example, the role of so-called bystanders (in terms of 

metagenomic Koch’s postulates “metagenomic traits”) may be more complex upon closer examination as 

some viral co-infections might interfere with each other, either beneficially87 or in an aggravating manner88. 
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Considering other causation criteria, e.g. Bradford-Hill criteria89, the complexity becomes more obvious90. 

In case of peri- or post-infectious CNS inflammatory disease such as ADEM, for example, the fourth 

Bradford-Hill criterion – temporality89 - will turn out to be the crux of the matter. Neurological deficits 

coherent with ADEM will usually only appear once the acute infection has already been cleared from the 

body compartment that had primarily been affected, i.e. the CSF compartment. That is, timing of sampling 

and also the sample type will be key to facilitate sound causality assessment by means of agnostic detection 

methods69. Accounting for narrow windows of detection, especially in the CSF, paired sampling from 

multiple body compartments will help to shed light on a potentially causative pathogen91,92. Among well-

known pathogens underlying CNS infections (such as meningitis) are enteroviruses, a large group of viruses 

that is only shortly and therefore inconsistently detectable in the CSF of encephalitis/ADEM patients92. In 

such cases, stool samples can provide a good opportunity for virus detection due to prolonged 

shedding33,35,92,93. To the practical end, stool samples are also easy to come by, as opposed to CSF samples 

or even brain biopsy which is hardly ever performed in patients. 

Host-related factors will contribute to manifestation of a disease state and disease severity, as well. From 

research on Crohn’s disease, a concept termed “’virus-plus-susceptibility gene’ effect”94 has been 

established that aims to explain why norovirus infection may be more likely to cause chronic inflammatory 

bowel disease in individuals with a certain autophagy gene polymorphism95. Phenotypic variability in the 

host, either on the large scale (e.g. primary immunodeficiency with Down, DiGeorge, or Turner syndrome)96 

or small-scale, i.e. single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been shown to determine the impact of 

infections94. In acute infectious encephalitis, in particular, multiple predisposing factors for symptomatic 

(vs. asymptomatic) and severe disease have been identified, e.g. SNPs in CCL-2 and CCR-2 for Japanese 

encephalitis97, or in TLR3 for chikungunya and herpes simplex virus encephalitis98, or in RFC1, SCN1A, and 

ANPEP for West Nile encephalitis99. 

Thus, drawing generic conclusions from singular mNGS findings is hardly possible. Any finding will have to 

be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and in due consideration of the pre-existing scientific evidence before 

an ‘association’ can be named ‘causation’. While conventional PCR detection methods have led to isolated 

discoveries of novel associations between disease and potential trigger in the last years, e.g. ADEM and 

human parechovirus infection35, the introduction of mNGS has pushed boundaries. A good example for this 
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fact are orthobunyaviruses: As of July 2019, there were 88 different species within the orthobunyavirus 

genus, according to the Virus Taxonomy: 2019 Release by the International Committee on Taxonomy of 

Viruses (ICTV). Those small, vector-borne RNA viruses can cause febrile illness and encephalitis, one of 

which is the long-known California encephalitis orthobunyavirus100. Lately, mNGS has enabled the discovery 

of multiple novel orthobunyaviruses that most probably account for CNS infectious/ inflammatory disease, 

e.g. Ntwetwe virus from a Ugandan child with fatal encephalitis in 2016101 or Cristoli virus (named after the 

Parisian suburb of Créteil) from a French woman with fatal encephalitis in 201877. Of note, the French case 

of Cristoli virus-associated fatal encephalitis published by Rodriguez et al.77 post hoc fulfills consensus case 

criteria of encephalitis with the highest level of diagnostic certainty102, making this singular case a 

worthwhile example of thorough clinical examination combined with up-to-date unbiased virological 

testing. 

 

Hence, mNGS has evidently been leveraged extensively for the purpose of exploring unresolved CNS 

infectious/ inflammatory disease.46,47,70-76,78,103-106 However, the nested approach using agnostic mNGS 

within a standardized digital surveillance system described in Study 1 (Manuscript A) of the PhD thesis 

project at issue is, thus far, unique. The following manuscript depicts an innovative avenue towards 

diminishing bias to both, the clinical and virological side of a patient’s history, thus allowing for the 

detection of novel disease-pathogen-associations such as the first published case of ADEM linked to 

rotavirus infection (Poster A).  
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2.1.3 Manuscript A 

Obermeier PE, Ma X, Heim A, Rath B. Avenues towards closing the diagnostic gap in encephalitis and acute 

disseminated encephalomyelitis in children: insight from a digital surveillance program. Sci Rep 

(submitted August 2021).
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2.1.4 Poster A 

Obermeier PE, Delwart E, Rath BA. Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis linked to rotavirus infection - 

Novel insight from a prospective surveillance program. Poster Presentation, European Clinical Case 

Reports Congress, Vienna, Austria, April 21-22, 2018. 
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2.2 Acute Respiratory Infections 

Influenza and other high-threat pathogens causing respiratory disease, such as (severe) acute respiratory 

infections ((S)ARI) and ILI, were identified among the top ten threats to global health in 2019 by WHO107. In 

2020, their rating proved true as the COVID-19 pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 became a global menace108. 

The degree to which the world has suffered damage by this Public Health Emergency of International 

Concern might indicate that there exist unmet needs for the purpose of respiratory infectious disease 

surveillance and infection control. 

Surveillance systems are in place for influenza, (S)ARI, and ILI aim to investigate the spread, disease severity 

and burden as well as molecular pathogen characteristics to provide guidance on outbreak management 

and patient care. For influenza and ILI, several surveillance systems have been compiling valuable 

information, e.g. the U.S. Influenza Surveillance System operated by stakeholders such as the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) which are, at the same time, WHO collaborating centers contributing 

to GISRS on the global scale. Those well-established surveillance networks are now being leveraged 

increasingly for COVID-19 surveillance, too109,110. To this end, FluView and COVIDView by the CDC are two 

examples of surveillance based on multiple data streams, mainly relying on voluntary reports from vigilant 

health care providers located at public health, commercial, and clinical laboratories111,112. However, those 

voluntary reports often tend to be delayed and/or incomplete and biased, lacking standardization and thus 

bearing the risk of misperceptions and underestimation of disease burden113-115. Figure 9115 displays an 

estimation of the extent to which infectious diseases in general might be under-ascertained and under-

reported based on a study by Gibbons et al.115. Bias inherent with reports from healthcare professionals 

may arise from different levels of knowledge, lack of time in busy clinical care, or lack of access to and 

availability of reporting resources (e.g. computers or paper forms), for example53,116,117. 
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Figure 9. Conceptual pyramid generically displaying A) underestimation (UE), under-ascertainment (UA), 

and under-reporting (UR) of infectious diseases and B) an estimation of missed infectious disease cases 

among a fictional set of 1000 reports of diseased individuals based on multiplication factors (MF) derived 

from the literature115. 

 

Case Definitions and Shared Terminology in Surveillance Systems 

One means to account for the risk of bias and thus misinterpretation/ underestimation of (respiratory) 

infectious disease is that surveillance networks will arrive at common ground in terms of shared 

terminology, e.g. in that they make use of the same case definitions for ILI and (S)ARI (Figure 9118). In the 

multitude of surveillance systems and case definitions however, minor or major differences will impede 

comparability of data119. In the U.S. Outpatient Influenza-like Illness Surveillance Network (ILINet), 

leveraged for CDC’s COVIDView, ILI is defined a as body “temperature of 100°F [37.8°C] or greater and a 

cough and/or a sore throat without a known cause other than influenza”110 (see also Figure 9118). 
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Definition Type Sudden onset General symptoms Respiratory symptoms 

ECDC ILI Yes 
At least one among: 
fever, feverishness, headache, 
malaise, myalgia 

At least one among: cough, sore 
throat, shortness of breath 

WHO ILI No 
Fever ≥ 38 °C with onset within 
the last 10 days 

Cough 

CDC ILI Yes 
Fever ≥ 100° F (37.8 °C) 
Absence of a known cause 
other than influenza 

At least one among: cough, sore 
throat 

GROG ARI Yes 

At least one among: 

fever ≥ 38 °C, headache, 

weakness, myalgia, chills 

At least one among: cough, coryza, 

bronchitis, pharyngitis, shortness of 

breath, expectoration 

Figure 10. Overview of case definitions for ILI and ARI118. 

 

Of note, the 2020 ILINet/ CDC definition includes “sore throat” as ILI criterion while WHO has omitted it in 

the 2018 WHO revised definition120. A study by Casalegno et al. based on the French influenza surveillance 

network Groupes Régionaux d’Observation de la Grippe (GROG) showed that the revised WHO ILI case 

definition was the most accurate compared to the CDC and also the European Centre for Disease Prevention 

and Control (ECDC) ILI case definitions118. On another layer of standardization within case definitions 

themselves, terminology needs to be harmonized so that any data point (or variable) can be understood 

unambiguously, shared, and analyzed across sites. For example, standardized glossaries will have to clarify 

what the term “confirmed influenza case” actually signifies [“A patient who tests positive for influenza virus 

(flu) infection by an approved laboratory test”]121. For this purpose, regulatory authorities advocate the use 

of harmonized terminology and controlled vocabulary, e.g. by the Clinical Data Interchange Standards 

Consortium (CDISC)122-124. Also, new terms such as “COVID-19-like illness (CLI)”111 will arise, requiring 

ongoing and sharp delineation from congeneric terms, i.e. ILI, to guarantee straightforward communication 

among healthcare experts. 

A comprehensive systematic review of influenza-associated disease burden in children below 5 years of age 

conducted by Wang et al. and the Respiratory Virus Global Epidemiology Network published in 2020 

exemplifies that a lack of standardization hinders meta-analyzability of data, thus requiring demand-

oriented re-processing of source data and, in addition, post hoc alignment. Despite considerable efforts 

undertaken in this study, the authors acknowledge limitations resulting in “wide uncertainty ranges”125 in 
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their analyses as a natural consequence of concurrent terminology and bias if standardized case criteria are 

not applied uniformly125. 

The value of implementing case criteria as means of standardization is thus indisputable. Against this 

backdrop, practical considerations for preparing GISRS for the COVID-19 pandemic issued by WHO in May 

2020 need to be considered with caution: According to GISRS interim guidance, “alternative surveillance 

systems, such as […] coding-based surveillance for COVID-19”126 shall be considered. Towards this end, a 

recent preliminary study investigating emergency pre-hospital visits with suspected COVID-19 patients in 

North Carolina, USA has specifically demonstrated that ICD-codes have poor accuracy127 and might be 

subject to “hot topic bias”113,114.  

 

Investigating Respiratory Infectious Disease 

“Alternative surveillance systems” imply, among others, digital surveillance, i.e. any surveillance that 

involves electronic health data128, including user-generated data as auxiliary means to supplement 

traditional surveillance investigating increasing infectious disease activity129-131. User-generated data driven 

infoveillance, i.e. trend analyses based on (longitudinal) metrics generated in digital format128,132-134, have 

already been leveraged in an attempt to predict a forthcoming pandemic, mainly focusing on 

influenza130,132,133,135. A notorious example of this approach is Google Flu Trends, operated by Google LLC 

(Limited Liability Company) from 2008-2015 aiming to nowcast and predict influenza activity in (near) real-

time based on search queries136. Some studies stated that data obtained by web-based Google Flu Trends 

allowed to identify increased influenza activity approximately one week prior to CDC surveillance systems, 

especially before and during the 2009 influenza outbreak137-142. During the 2012/2013 influenza season 

however, it was concluded that Google Flu Trends results tended to be overestimating potential disease 

signals129,143,144. This and other reasons, including data privacy concerns and lack of methodological 

transparency have led to decommissioning of the service145. 

A service still in place since 1994 is the ProMED-mail informal electronic outbreak reporting system aiming 

to monitor emerging infectious diseases globally with a rapid turnaround time of usually <24h, on that 

account bypassing traditional peer-review. Reports are usually screened by expert moderators and then 

rapidly shared with a community of currently >80.000 subscribers in >180 countries via e-mail, website 
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postings or alerts on Twitter and Facebook146 147. As for COVID-19, ProMED-mail was one of the first 

reporting an "urgent notice on the treatment of pneumonia of unknown cause" in Wuhan, China on 30th of 

December 2019, 11:59 pm148. 

ProMED-mail alerts are also integrated into an informal non-profit partnering system for “querying, 

filtering, integrating and visualizing unstructured reports on disease outbreaks”149 based on multiple data 

streams, including news media, called HealthMap146,149,150. During the COVID-19 pandemic, HealthMap has 

implemented an artificial intelligence approach towards early detection and visualization of confirmed 

COVID-19 cases150 (Figure 11151), thereby aiming to forecast spread and provide guidance for health 

authorities149,150. Declared goal of the Initiative is also to mine those large amounts of data being gathered 

now during the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak in order to prepare for a potential next epi-/pandemic152.  

 
Figure 11. HealthMap for COVID-19 as of 19th of July 2020151 illustrating an estimate of SARS-CoV-2 spread 

worldwide based on open source data. 

 

Other approaches aim to incorporate open-source user data mainly from social media platforms, e.g. 

Twitter and Facebook130-132,153.  

However, such trivial data sources usually entail tremendous background noise and lack any sort of 

standardization in the first instance. See Figure 12153 for a graphical plot of information content as opposed 

to data volume of selected surveillance systems153. 
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Figure 12. Graphical plot of information content vs. data volume of selected surveillance systems153. 
 

 Digital Surveillance within the Framework of Legislation 

As a side note, digital surveillance, especially where user-generated data are leveraged, will not only have 

to overcome bias but medicolegal aspects. According to federal, national, or international guidance, 

regulations, or laws, health data are usually considered ‘sensitive’, thus underlying protection154. In the US, 

for example, such data need to be handled under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

of (HIPAA) Privacy Rule that will guarantee data be non-identifiable and any activity on a HIPAA cleared 

device or software will be logged and is traceable to the individual data entryist etc124. In Europe, health 

data need to be handled in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), currently 

leaving part of the legal basis of current surveillance and infection control measures in limbo: 

Regulation 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27th of April 2016 on the protection 

of natural persons regarding the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and 

repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) say 

 (52) “Derogating from the prohibition on processing special categories of personal data should 
also be allowed […] where it is in the public interest to do so, in particular […] for health security, 
monitoring and alert purposes, the prevention or control of communicable diseases and other 
serious threats to health.”155 (Text with EEA relevance) 

Revision of the current law will need to clarify what “the public interest”155 might be, against the backdrop 

of an ongoing COVID-19 pandemic156. An increasing number of European Union member states are 

implementing digital surveillance tools including wearables and contact tracing apps to enhance COVID-19 
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infection control measures157,158. A review by Pepin et al. has shown that in several European countries, 

including France, Germany, Spain, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Italy, use of tracing software on a 

wearable allows to control whether individuals abide by home quarantine policy, for example158. 

A Taiwanese research group developed a wearable device for the early detection of SARS-CoV-2 infection 

through the continuous measurement of body surface temperatures and heart rates159. In Israel, the Israel 

Security Agency (ISA) Shin Bet (aka "The unseen shield") is in control of COVID-19 epidemiological 

investigation by use of personal tracing of citizens160, bringing human rights defenders into the arena. 

Within the European Union, Juan Fernando López Aguilar, chair of Parliament’s Committee on Civil 

Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs pledged “we’ll keep a close eye that EU law principles and rules are 

respected throughout the fight against Covid-19. That includes apps and technologies to control the spread 

patterns of the pandemics.”161. 

 

2.2.1 Agnostic Identification of (Re-)Emerging Viruses 

Besides efforts undertaken to diminish bias in (digital) syndromic surveillance by using standardized 

terminologies and case definitions in compliance with official regulations and laws, unbiased pathogen 

detection methods are warranted. In patients presenting with signs and symptoms of (S)ARI and ILI, the 

diagnostic tests ordered by physicians in routine care will usually include bacterial swabs and virological 

testing for influenza viruses, particularly during flu season. Depending on age, immune status of the patient, 

or outbreak situations, spontaneous physician testing requests might also include respiratory syncytial virus 

(RSV), human rhinovirus (HRV), human adenovirus (HAdV), parainfluenza virus (HPIV) and/or human 

coronaviruses (HCoV), specifically SARS-CoV-2 during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

Identifying Specific Virus Infection based on Clinical Presentations 

Differentiating viral pathogens based on clinical presentation may be challenging as has previously been 

shown by the Vienna Vaccine Safety Initiative in a systematic literature review and meta-analysis of 47 

published clinical studies (PROSPERO registration number: CRD42017059557)36. During the COVID-19 

pandemic, Shah et al. and the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) COVID-19 Hospital Translational 

and Clinical Epidemiology Working Group investigated distinctive clinical features of COVID-19 patients in 
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comparison to the clinical presentation of patients with other viral respiratory infections. For this purpose, 

the authors performed retrospective chart review of adult (S)ARI and ILI patients at an academic medical 

center. In this study, COVID-19 patients turned out to have “a longer duration of symptoms, [they] were 

more likely to be admitted to the hospital, [they] had longer hospitalizations and were more likely to 

develop ARDS [acute respiratory distress syndrome]”162.  

Of note, medical patient records used for retrospective chart review have repeatedly been shown to be 

inconclusive in many instances due to lack of pertinent information22,30,36,37,45, thus limiting the reliability of 

results and conclusions. Also, hospitalization rates of COVID-19 patients, length of hospital stay, and 

admission to the intensive care unit due to ARDS, for example, may be confounded by observer or 

ascertainment bias, as well as the availability of hospital beds in different phases of a “wave” or outbreak. 

The authors of the aforementioned study acknowledged that decision-making on hospitalization, in 

particular, may involve other aspects than disease severity only, i.e. “concern for late decompensation”163 

or “difficulties with hospital discharge due to requirements for isolation and infection control”70,163. 

Difficulty inherent with retrospective chart review became evident with another retrospective study 

assessing a diagnostic model for COVID-19 based on radiological and clinical features across multiple sites 

in China, where authors left open the question of how they handled missing information in patient records. 

By all means, they concluded that clinical characteristics identified in their multicenter study did not differ 

between COVID-19 patients and non-COVID-19 (S)ARI/ ILI patients164. 

As a side note, the distinction of the terms ILI and CLI (“COVID-19-like illness”)111 as used by CDC appears 

particularly challenging against the backdrop of current scientific evidence. 

 

The 2020/2021 ‘hot topic’ example of COVID-19 underlines that the identification of specific viruses based 

on clinical symptoms alone is, for now, hardly possible. Thorough diagnostic work-up is a key piece in the 

puzzle to identify the most probable cause of an infectious disease36. Unless laboratory-confirmed 

diagnoses take priority over subjective ‘clinical diagnoses’, diagnostic accuracy will have to be considered 

low, thus impairing clinical care (e.g. prescription of antibiotics) and blurring infectious disease surveillance. 

A comparative study by Alchikh et al. showed that a large proportion of viral (S)ARI and ILI cases remained 

unresolved in routine care while a virus was detected by independent systematic PCR testing in the very 
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same cases in the context of a conjunct prospective digital surveillance program conducted by the Vienna 

Vaccine Safety Initiative. The study also reinforced the importance of applying case criteria for case 

classification to enhance diagnostic accuracy. Especially revised WHO ILI criteria turned out to provide a 

balanced level of both, high sensitivity and specificity37. 

 

 Accounting for the Unpredictable and Unknown 

Aiding physicians in the quest for the cause of a (S)ARI/ ILI case by broadening the panel of pathogens tested 

at once in a cost-efficient manner, multiplex assays have been developed. According to the manufacturer, 

the assay will yield a result for a total of 23 respiratory pathogens, covering both viruses and bacteria, within 

45 minutes165. Overall, several validation studies attested good accuracy and results being actionable in 

some instances with this specific multiplex panel166-168, also for SARS-CoV-2169. However, limitations include 

the fact that variant strains or novel viruses, e.g. a notional ‘pathogen X’, may not be captured by pathogen-

specific testing methodologies. 

Accounting for this major limitation, agnostic viral mNGS has been leveraged not only for CNS infectious/ 

inflammatory diseases but also for (S)ARI and ILI in recent years. In those studies, authors conclude that 

mNGS has the potential to revolutionize infectious disease diagnostics due to its agnostic, i.e. sequence-

independent nature170-190.  

The real-world usefulness of mNGS in unresolved cases of (S)ARI and ILI was revealed in January 2020, when 

some of the first cases of unresolved pneumonia in China yielded positive results for SARS-CoV-2 by 

mNGS191. 

The technique of mNGS again showed to be useful in the case of a 56-year-old female traveler from Wuhan, 

China, who presented with fever and fatigue to a hospital in Shanghai, the most populated metropolis 

worldwide. Using a multiplex panel, this patient tested all negative but by exploratory mNGS and 

orthogonal PCR, SARS-CoV-2 was detected rapidly192. The authors thus deemed mNGS to hold “great 

promises as a unique diagnostic, especially for patients with acute or severe infections”192. 

Another example of mNGS real-world application during the COVID-19 pandemic is reported in a preprint 

from Cambodia where the COVID-19 index case was analyzed by mNGS. Despite Cambodia being resource-

limited, the Cambodian authors endorse ongoing application of mNGS and advocate for expansion of mNGS 
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infrastructure in Cambodia and beyond193, serving as a shield for the early containment of COVID-19 and a 

notional ‘pathogen X’. 

Despite this great track record in developing as well as developed countries and several years of experience 

with mNGS application, this novel diagnostic approach has rarely been used for surveillance purposes. In 

June 2020, Le at al. on behalf of the Oxford University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU) COVID-19 research 

group sent a letter to the editor of Journal of Infection, admonishing the fact that so far, only 3 publications 

“reporting the application of metagenomics to detect SARS-CoV-2 and co-infections, with a combined 

sample size of nine patients”194 exist. This fact seemed highly deplorable given the opportunities inherent 

with agnostic mNGS for early and unbiased detection of (re-)emerging pathogens194. 

 

Ultimately, evidence is growing that use of standardized criteria and shared terminology may be integrated 

in eHealth tools taken to the patient’s bedside for the real-time capturing and output of critical data. 

eHealth in combination with agnostic pathogen testing (such as mNGS) will facilitate the unbiased detection 

of (re-)emerging infectious diseases. 

In Study 2 (Manuscript B) of the PhD thesis, we provided a proof-of-principle investigating whether mNGS 

would help to increase diagnostic yield if applied in addition to PCR testing in pediatric ILI cases with clinical 

complications. This question was addressed  within a quality improvement and digital surveillance program 

allowing for the standardized, combined assessment of clinical presentations and severity measurements.  
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2.2.2 Manuscript B 

Obermeier PE, Alchikh M, Ma X, Reiche J, Schweiger B, Rath B. Leveraging digital surveillance to study 

emerging pathogens in influenza-like illness in children. J Clin Virol Plus (submitted April 2021).  
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3 MINING THE BIG PICTURE 

3.1 Whole-Genome Analysis – Leveraging Big Data in Virology 

Big data in virology have become eminently important for diagnostics, research, epidemiology, and public 

health with the advent of (m)NGS. While first-generation sequencing, mainly Sanger sequencing, of longer 

genomic regions was cumbersome, (m)NGS has the potential to swiftly provide gigabases of genomic 

information in unprecedented depth in relatively short time and at reasonable costs195,196. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic for example, NGS and whole-genome sequence analysis have been 

leveraged for SARS-CoV-2 origin tracing, tracing of transmission chains, investigation of SARS-CoV-2-

susceptible organs, analysis of changes in the host’s microbiome following COVID-19, vaccine development 

or the investigation of potential therapeutics196. The door is open to a plethora of other opportunities of 

mining full viral genomes, including in-depth studies of virus quasispecies or drug resistance genes195-197. 

One advantage of agnostic (m)NGS is its ability to amplify and detect any genomic information without 

necessarily knowing it a priori. This basic property has proven key for the discovery of novel pathogens, 

including one of the most prevalent group of viruses in acute respiratory infections across different age 

groups: human adenoviruses. As of September 2021, a total of 104 different HAdV genotypes belonging to 

one of 7 species (A-G) have been assigned by the Human Adenovirus Working Group, recently based on the 

“genomics-based paradigm and algorithm”198 particularly focusing on whole genome, penton base, hexon 

loop 1, hexon constant, and fiber knob sequences198. Under this current scientific consensus, whole-

genome sequencing has almost become a conditio sine qua non for sound HAdV typing199. Indeed, some of 

the most recent novel HAdV genotypes have been discovered by mNGS analysis of clinical samples, 

including the most recent genotype HAdV-C104 which turned out to be a recombinant strain harboring 

penton base and hexon gene sequences clustering with HAdV-1 and a fiber gene sequence clustering with 

HAdV-2 but segregating itself in phylogenetic analysis of the whole genome sequence200. Recombination 

has been well-known to be an important factor contributing to diversity of adenovirus species D but for 

species C this has been poorly studied so far201. 
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For this reason, we investigated molecular evolution of 51 HAdV species C full-genome sequences obtained 

by NGS in Study 3 (Manuscript C) of the PhD thesis, thereby accomplishing re-assignment of two strains 

formerly labeled HAdV-C2 to novel genotype HAdV-C89201.  
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3.2 Manuscript C 

Dhingra A, Hage E, Ganzenmueller T, Böttcher S, Hofmann J, Hamprecht K, Obermeier P, Rath B, Hausmann 

F, Dobner T, Heim A.. Molecular Evolution of Human Adenovirus (HAdV) Species C. Sci Rep 2019; 9:1039.  
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3.3 Machine Learning Analysis for Pattern Recognition of Adenovirus Infection 

Once the scene has been set for standardized and comprehensive clinical data capturing aided by mobile 

applications at the bedside to meet the level of highly detailed laboratory data obtained by systematic and 

agnostic mNGS, a plethora of new possibilities open up to boost our understanding of viral infections. 

 

In the context of the two digital surveillance programs mentioned above, with several hundred pediatric 

patients assessed using mHealth technology developed by the Vienna Vaccine Safety Initiative and with 

detailed virological test results, including NGS, we undertook the unique challenge to investigate 

differences in real-world disease severity with clinical presentations of certain viral infections. For this 

purpose, we deployed our previously published and validated ViVI Disease Severity Score (DSS) 

implemented in the ViVI ScoreApp. This app was specifically designed to improve infectious disease 

management and patient care. It allows for efficient work flow in busy clinical settings, such as emergency 

rooms, with its user-friendly format according to the principles of Design Thinking202. Following data entry, 

the app computed a score reflecting disease severity with a numerical value between 0-48 (increasing 

values reflecting increasing disease severity)30,39,203. In addition to traditional epidemiological outcome 

measures, such as hospitalization or mortality, the ViVI Disease Severity Score provides a detailed, 

reproducible. CDISC standardized, and meta-analyzable measure with considerably lower risk of bias30. 

Following the WHO guide on Pandemic Influenza Severity Assessment (PISA), a severity measure should 

“take into account the presence or absence of underlying chronic diseases or conditions”204 which was 

readily realized with the ViVI Risk Factor Score, incorporated in the ViVI ScoreApp, as well. Not only did the 

ViVI Disease Severity and Risk Factor Scores mirror fine nuances in seriousness of illness on the individual 

patient level and over time but the comprehensive set of parameters assessed (see Figure 1330) could be 

analyzed further using a machine learning methodology to portray characteristic clinical patterns of certain 

viral infections and in certain patient groups, e.g. in different pediatric age brackets. Following a systematic 

literature review by Ma et al. performed in 201836 we understood that based on clinical symptoms alone, 

viral infections cannot be differentiated from one another reliably. However, if we combined all the 

available data captured with the ViVI Score App, including pertinent negative data (i.e. the absence of a 

symptom), a disease severity measure, and underlying conditions, we assumed we could gain novel insight. 
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Figure 13. The ViVI Disease Severity Score (ViVI Score) components and calculation formula30. 
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In Study 4 (Manuscript D) of this PhD thesis, we investigated whether the application of a dual precision 

medicine approach linking A) standardized digital surveillance facilitating disease severity scoring, machine 

learning analysis and pattern recognition to B) systematic PCR testing and comprehensive NGS would 

enable the identification of key clinical characteristics of respiratory adenovirus infection in different 

pediatric age brackets. This proof-of-concept study was exemplarily conducted for adenoviruses, in place 

of any viral infection of interest. Of note, the synthesis of unbiased syndromic and virological surveillance 

allowed the discovery of a novel emerging virus associated with fatal disseminated neonatal adenovirus 

infection: HAdV-D80.   
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3.4 Manuscript D 

Obermeier PE, Heim A, Biere B, Hage E, Alchikh M, Conrad T, Schweiger B, Rath, B. Linking digital 

surveillance and in-depth virology to study clinical patterns of viral respiratory infections in vulnerable 

patient populations. iScience (submitted October 2021).
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

The four studies reported in this PhD thesis have led to the following conclusions for enhanced infectious 

disease surveillance and management 

 

1) The combination of digital case classification based on standardized case criteria and agnostic viral 

mNGS can diminish ascertainment bias and increase diagnostic yield in pediatric encephalitis and 

ADEM. Standardized clinical data for precision diagnoses based on consensus case criteria will 

enable harmonized interpretation of potential linkages between disease entities and certain 

pathogens. For now, application of viral mNGS in encephalitis and ADEM patients may require 

confirmation using target-specific confirmatory testing for technical limitations. 

2) Use of the ViVI ScoreApp provides standardized disease severity assessments at the point-of-care. 

Combined use with an agnostic virus detection method helps to increase diagnostic yield, diminish 

bias, and detect unexpected viruses. In ILI patients, mNGS should be used in conjunction with virus-

specific PCR testing. 

3) For mere detection and cursory identification, partial sequencing of viral genomes might suffice, 

as shown with HAdV infection within the German national surveillance system. As opposed to 

whole-genome sequencing however, partial sequencing can impede detection of recombinant and 

novel strains, leading to erroneous conclusions. Linking whole-genome data to detailed and 

standardized clinical information might help to better understand the clinical impact of a virus 

strain. 

4) A dual precision medicine approach combining digital surveillance and in-depth virology can be 

useful in the context of virus outbreak situations by facilitating rapid signal detection, decision 

support models based on pattern recognition analysis, and infection control measures. In an 

exemplary proof-of-concept study, we showed that HAdV infection is rare in neonates but can 

rapidly progress to life-threatening disease with age-specific clinical characteristics. Whole-

genome sequencing lead to the discovery of a novel virus: HAdV-D80. 
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Beyond the above-mentioned conclusions, the PhD project at issue has provided food for thought on open 

research questions, follow-up studies, and further real-world application to better prepare for virus epi- 

and pandemics and to ultimately curb disease burden. 

 

In Studies 1 and 2, we successfully used viral mNGS in small subsets of patients, serving as proof-of-concept. 

However, ongoing large-scale application is warranted to investigate the clinical relevance of findings and 

to enable the identification of very rare and/or novel associations. For this purpose, standard operating 

procedures for mNGS, including sample preparation, target enrichment, and bioinformatics work steps are 

a prerequisite195,205-208. To facilitate the implementation of agnostic methodologies in diagnostic 

microbiological laboratories, national and international guidelines need to account for the ever-growing 

evidence of mNGS serving as useful auxiliary means to resolve complex cases. To this end, health authorities 

such as FDA-ARGOS (dAtabase for Regulatory-Grade micrObial Sequences) are committed to help shape 

basic framework conditions for quality-controlled and standardized transition of innovative mNGS into 

routine diagnostic workflows209. Future studies will shed light on other particular fields of (m)NGS 

application besides recombination analysis as discussed in Study 3, e.g. the practical value of ultra-deep 

sequencing to investigate quasispecies or single nucleotide polymorphisms with potential implications on 

pathogenicity, drug resistance and/or vaccine escape27,195,197,208,210. 

 

As indicated in Study 4, host factors including but not limited to age and pre-existing conditions will 

influence disease severity and susceptibility. On the molecular level, -omics analyses characterizing the 

individual immune response are of high interest. Originating from the same two digital surveillance 

programs, we continue to link highly granular clinical data including a meta-analyzable disease severity 

measure to potential biomarker molecules, e.g. alarmins as regulatory proteins of immune response that 

could help to identify patient risk groups ahead of time in the proper sense of precision medicine211,212. 

Study 4 has also demonstrated the immense value of standardized real-world data enabling subsequent 

machine learning analysis to portray the clinical manifestations of viral diseases and to eventually arrive at 

decision support models for virus prediction. Nailing down a potential pathogen based on clinical 
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symptoms, seasonality, and pre-disposing factors will help to allocate resources, especially in low-resource 

settings where diagnostic tests might be sparse and early virus identification is key to prevent infectious 

disease spread or to distribute medication. 

If we continue to collect standardized data deploying digital health technology over multiple seasons, 

bioinformatics analysis will perpetuate steady adjustment of diagnostic algorithms, thus accounting for 

potential changes in clinical pictures associated with certain pathogens. On this behalf, further application 

of the ViVI Score App is already underway under the umbrella of the multicenter PEDSIDEA (Partnering for 

Enhanced Digital Surveillance of Influenza-like Disease and the Effect of Antivirals and vaccines) project39. 

Within this quality improvement program, special focus lies on the implementation of patient-reported 

outcomes captured by a user-friendly application, the ViVI ScoreMe App that will help patients keep track 

of their symptoms based on scientific criteria (https://www.vi-vi.org/pedsidea---at-home.html). For the 

comprehensive monitoring of infectious diseases  involving patient-generated health data, future directions 

will also include leveraging smart tech such as wearables to collect respiratory and heart rates, body 

temperature, locomotion patterns or even to perform invasive measurements of specific metabolites213. 

 

In any case, future infectious disease surveillance will generate a ‘high volume’ of data, at ‘high velocity’, 

with a ‘high variety’ of data forms and ultimately, ‘high veracity’ of data will have to be preserved to 

guarantee big data be of ‘high value’ in real-world application214. In the new era of emerging and re-

emerging infectious diseases, not only medicolegal aspects and ethical questions on how to generate and 

curate big health data will have to be considered but standardization in any aspect will be key to meet the 

challenges coming along with “one of the few genuine adventures left in the world”1.

https://www.vi-vi.org/pedsidea---at-home.html
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